HYPNOSIS

WE ARE ALL HYPNOTIZED TO ONE EXTENT OR ANOTHER

LISTEN TO THIS 3 MIN VIDEO - ALL OF THOSE WORDS HEM US IN:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=mJTpwe3OiV8

WORDS STRUCTURE DNA - ACTUALLY THE IMAGES CREATED BY WORDS.
http://themindunleashed.org/2013/07/scientist-prove-dna-can-be-reprogrammed.html
AND HOW DO BABIES LEARN?? BY SAYING THINGS OVER AND OVER AGAIN - DON'T THEY?

IF YOU'RE AN ADULT AND YOU SEE THE SAME EMOTIONS BEING PLAYED OUT IN YOUR LIFE OVER AND OVER AGAIN - AND YOU DON'T DO SOMETHING ABOUT THAT = AN IDIOT ON EARTH. SADLY THAT'S ALL OF US, ME INCLUDED. OTHERWISE WE'D NOT BE HERE.

WHICH LEADS BACK TO THE SPOKEN WORD BEING THE BANE OF HUMAN EXISTENCE:
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/THE_SPOKEN_WORD.pdf

OK NOW HERE WE HAVE THAT OUR DNA IS AN ANTENNA TO AN EXPANDED AWARENESS:
http://themindunleashed.org/2014/05/97-percent-dna-higher-purpose-junk-labeled-scientists.html
WHY DO WE NOT HAVE THAT NOW?? DESIGNER DUMMIES, MAYBE?? WELL WE ARE - ENTERTAINERS

SO, TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT - HAVE FUN - BUT, PLEASE BREAK OUT OF THE CAGE OF WORDS - OPEN THE MIND UP TO IMAGES - REAL SPIRITUALITY = FREEDOM, NOT DOGMA.

HERE'S 11 HOURS OF BIRD SONG, FLOWING WATER AND NATURE SOUNDS FOR YOUR BRAIN, AND GENETIC PATTERNS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMWeQWGla0Y

RE: THE EXTENT OF OUR HYPNOSIS

THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE ARE ALL HERE RIGHT NOW, INCLUDING ALL OF OUR BRAIN DAMAGE - PRIMARILY INJUSTICES, WHICH BECOME KARMIC AND THUS GENETIC BECAUSE THOSE IMAGES ARE TRANSFERRED BY ANUs.

THE ANUs AND AETHERS ARE FOULED BY LOOSH IN THIS SOLAR SYSTEM AND HAVE BEEN FOR MILLIONS OF YEARS - COLLECTIVELY WE CAN BREAK OUT OF IT. OR VIA A DIVINE EVENT.

LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE

WE ALL HAVE THE SAME PICTURE OF EARTH IN OUR BRAINS THAT THE TV GIVES US
I.E. WAR, FEAR, LACK ETC. AND GOD IS GRANTING US THAT PICTURE. ITS A BIG PICTURE THAT NEEDS TO BE PUNTED INTO TOUCH, PLEASE.

SCIENCE NEEDS TO HELP DO THAT I.E. REARRANGE THIS FLOW OF B.S. IMAGES, PLEASE.

THE ANU IS THE REPOSITORY OF MEMORIES AND KARMA - THE ANU HAS A TIME COMPONENT, THUS IT STORES SEQUENCES OF EVENTS - 48 MINUTES WORTH FOR ANUs THE SIZE OF A HUMAN'S AURA.

CAN YOU IMAGINE EVERY MEMORY FROM THIS LIFE, EACH 48 MINUTE QUANTUM PACKET???

NOW TRY TO IMAGINE ACTUALLY KNOWING EVERY 48 MINUTE BIT FROM ALL OF YOUR Past LIVES AND ALL OF YOUR FUTURE LIVES!! INCLUDING EVERYBODY AROUND YOU - FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

THIS IS THE ROOT OF OUR HYPNOSIS AND KARMA - QUITE SOLID SHIT. GOOD AND BAD SHIT - KARMIC DOG TURDS / ANUs. EVERYTHING IS.

LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE

OUR COLLECTIVE KARMA, CREATES A MASSIVE DOG TURD, WHICH IS WHY MASS MEDITATION IS REQUIRED TO CLEAN IT UP, PLEASE. DAILY MASS MEDITATION.

WE ARE ALL RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING IT SIMPLY BY ALLOWING THE IMAGES INTO OUR BRAIN. UNBELIEVABLY SIMPLE.

OUR CONTROLLERS KNOW THIS:

IF WE GET OUR COLLECTIVE SHIT TOGETHER - THEY ARE DONE IN THAT MOMENT. SO, THEY KEEP PILING ON THE LOOSH = SEPARATION ENERGY TO KEEP US FROM COMING TOGETHER IN ONENESS. YOU CAN SEE IT ALL AROUND YOU.

DR. BRUCE LIPTON, SAYS, "WE HAVE BEEN PROGRAMMED" - UP TO AGE 7 OUR BRAIN IS IN THETA STATE = HYPNOSIS !!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=INLi9DfT7rg#t=1639

BRUCE SAYS, "WE ARE ALL POWERFUL, BUT NOBODY BELIEVES IT" AND HE EXPLAINS EXACTLY WHY WE ARE ALL POWERFUL.

BUT, WE ARE ALL HYPNOTISED OUT OF THE FACT THAT WE CAN OVER COME THE LAWS OF PHYSICS. THE VILLAGE IDIOTS. BUT, DUMB BY DESIGN - EVERY SINGLE ONE OF US - THE ENTIRE POPULATIONS - EXCEPT THOSE FEW TRULY ENLIGHTENED SOULS.
ALTHOUGH AS BRUCE SAYS, WHEN 7 BILLION PEOPLE COME TOGETHER, THERE WILL BE EMERGENCE - RATHER LIKE WHEN THE BUTTERFLY COMES OUT OF ITS COCOON (THAT WAS A GREAT MOVIE).

AND THERE WILL BE HEAVEN ON EARTH - DUE TO THIS EMERGENCE, WHICH HAS TO HAPPEN. MANKIND MUST BREAK OUT OF ITS COLLECTIVE HYPNOSIS.

IN THE FIRST PART OF THE VIDEO GREGG BRADEN STATES THAT WE HAVE THE TECH TO CHANGE THIS PLANET. THAT'S TRUE.

LOVE AND BLESSINGS,
ITS ACTUALLY WORSE THAN THAT I.E. VIRTUALLY EVERY SYSTEM OF LEARNING, PRODUCTION AND AUTHORITY HAS BEEN HIGH-JACKED. ITS QUITE AMAZING AND OBVIOUS - KEEPING ALL SCIENCE AND RELIGION FOCUSED ON THE MATERIAL VS THE DIVINE, WHICH GOES ON ALL AROUND US 24/7, AND WE BUY IT FOR MILLIONS OF YEARS - GUYS, MILLIONS OF YEARS.

THE GNOSTICS KNEW THIS AND THEY WERE STAMPED OUT - DITTO ANY OTHER SPIRIT BASED SYSTEM, LIKE THE NATIVE FOLKS. NOW THE INTERNET HAS HELPED A
GREAT DEAL TO EXPOSE OUR CONTROLLERS.

FORTUNATELY DUE TO THE INTERNET IT HAS BECOME OBVIOUS IN OUR LIFE TIME.

THERE'S A BUNCH OF 2000 YEAR OLD MEN THAT HAVE BEEN HANGING AROUND FOR THIS "EVENT" - SOUNDS LIKE THE WHOLE PLANET IS GOING TO POP INTO DREAM TIME FOR A FEW MILLION YEARS - DRUNVALO SUGGESTS 26 MILLION YEARS - THE TIME IT TAKES TO TRAVERSE A LARGE GAP IN THE AETHERS - THIS UNIVERSE IS IN ONE AETHERIC CELL, THE DREAM OF THIS UNIVERSE IS COMING TO A GAP THE SIZE OF THIS UNIVERSE, AND THEN SOME. EVERYTHING GOES ENLIGHTENED IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE.

BETWEEN NOW AND THEN, THERE WILL BE TIME TO LEARN OR UNLEARN AS THE CASE IS.

WE ARE COMING TO A QUANTUM LEAP.

MAN KIND DOES NEED TO COME TOGETHER, IN ANY EVENT - EVERYBODY IS SUPPOSED TO GO THRU TO ENLIGHTENMENT - AND WE ARE ALL HYPNOTISED LIKE YOU CAN'T BELIEVE. ALL OF THE JUDGEMENTS ARE STORED ON ANUs THAT REPLAY AND REPLAY, CREATING A JAIL, QUITE LITERALLY. LIKE DR. BRUCE SAYS, IT STARTS AT PRE-NATAL AND GOES TO 7 YEARS OF AGE!!!

THEN, DIAL IN ALL PAST LIVES, PRESENT AND FUTURE LIVES - THE IMAGES OF WHICH ALL DOVE TAIL TOGETHER. LOOSH FURTHER LOCKS THESE REPLAYS ONTO THE ANUs.

WE ARE JUST ALONG FOR THE RIDE, IS ABOUT IT.

ALL OF THESE HYPNOTIZED IMAGES MESH TOGETHER AND FORM THIS REALITY. IT RUNS LIKE CLOCK WORK - THERE'S A STRUCTURE.

WE CAN ONLY BREAK OUT OF OUR OWN JAIL TOGETHER, EN MASS - NO CHOICE - GOD HAS SAID, AND GOD IS GOD.

OUR FREEDOM IS TO HAND - WAKING UP IS NOT A CHOICE IN THIS MATTER. ITS GOING TO HAPPEN TO THE ENTIRE PLANET AND EVERYTHING ON IT.

GOD NEEDS TO GET THIS MESS CLEANED UP - CAN'T HAVE A LOOSH INFECTED GAP.

ATOMIC BOMBS HAVE FORCED THIS TO HAPPEN, I JUST REALIZED - THEY CAUSE MASS DISTURBANCE IN THE SQUARE AETHERS, WHICH ARE FOUNDATIONAL TO EVERYTHING - WHERE THE IMAGES COME FROM. WHICH IS WHY THE UFOs ARE NEUTRALIZING ALL ATOMIC WAR HEADS.

ALL THINGS ARE CONCEIVED IN DARKNESS - NIRVANA. FEMALE, THE WOMB, THE VOID. THIS IS WHERE FOLKS CAN CREATE THEIR OWN UNIVERSE. THIS CAN BE DONE IN TEAMS, AS COUPLES OR INDIVIDUALLY, ALTHOUGH INDIVIDUALS TEND TO GET SUCKED INTO THE ORGASMIC REALMS.
THIS IS WHERE ONE CAN GO UP INTO THE HEAVENS TO THE ANGELIC REALMS THAT GO ON FOREVER AND EVER, IN THE HEXAGONAL AETHERS. ULTIMATELY TRAVEL IN THAT DIRECTION WINDS UP IN A COMMUNAL BALL OF LIGHT AND LOVE - QUITE SIMPLY DUE TO THE RULE - EVERYTHING GETS HOMOGENIZED OUT THERE - HARMONY HAPPENS AND YOU CAN'T STOP IT. AND IT IS ORGASMIC CONTINUOUSLY.

LEAVING TWO POSSIBILITIES AS TO WHY HUMANS

1) SOME HOW CONTINUOUS ORGASMS ARE BORING AND GOD DESIGNED A WAY FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE TO HEAD OFF INTO A NEW DIRECTION, WHICH IS WHAT HUMANS ARE SUPPOSED TO DO IN ANY EVENT I.E. LEAD THE ENTIRETY OF GOD'S CREATION INTO NEW LEVELS OF FUN AND JOY. WE ARE BEING REWARDED, QUITE LITERALLY.

SO, WE REALLY DON'T GIVE A SHIT ABOUT OUR HISTORY - I'D LOVE TO CANCEL IT AND START OVER. IN FACT, I THINK GOD HAS SORTED OUT A WAY TO USE THE RULE DIFFERENTLY IF WE WANT TO MAKE OUR OWN UNIVERSES.

2) OR THIS AREA OF THE UNIVERSE IS WHERE PANDORA'S BOX WAS OPENED, WHICH HAPPENED WHEN THE FIRST ANU FORMED - ONE PIECE OF LIGHT IN THE VOID. DO YOU THINK THAT WOULD GET YOUR ATTENTION? AND GOD DID ASK, "WHAT IS IT?" WHICH IS AN ARCHETYPE. MANNA MEANS "WHAT IS IT?" = JUDGEMENT AND HERE WE ARE - HUMANS PLAYING OUT THE LAST OF GOD'S KARMA I.E. AN ACCIDENT. ANOTHER REASON OUR MOTHER NEEDS TO BE NICE TO US.

WHICH MEANS THAT GOD HERSELF IS EVOLVING - WE CAN BECOME ONE WITH HER OR REMAIN SOME WHAT SEPARATE FOR FURTHER ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES.

TEAM WORK IS REQUIRED TO STAY IN THIS REALM. IT IS POSSIBLE TO SKIP OFF INTO THESE OTHER REALMS, SEE WHAT ITS LIKE AND COME BACK - THAT IS DESCRIBED IN MONROE'S BOOK, "FAR JOURNEYS" SHOULD BE REQUIRED READING FOR HUMANS. BUT, IF YOU SKIIP AROUND TOO MUCH, YOU'LL WIND UP GETTING SUCKED INTO THE HEXAGONAL REALMS.

UP THERE, EVERYTHING IS REAL - ALICE IN WONDERLAND IS EVOLVING TOO, THOU. AND SPLITTING OFF.

YAHOOOO

LOVE AND BLESSINGS,